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Self Portraits
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Pull 1996

“The typical “pull” reads as a monochromatic
lozenge, stretching the length of the glossy 
white receiving paper (positive) and the matte 
green photosensitive paper (negative). 

Rather than revealing a subject outside and
beyond the lens, these attenuated ovals serve
as a physical record of pure light, or absence 
of light, and the chemical development that
occurs within the camera body. That process,
called diffusion dye transfer, yields a one of a
kind image that cannot be duplicated.”

- ellencareyphotography.com



“Carey’s “degree zero” photography begins with the
radical elimination of all subject matter from in front 
of the lens. She literally reduces the photograph’s
content to zero, leaving nothing but light for the lens to capture.

Carey’s most recent and celebrated 
experiments with large-format Polaroid technology
and her degree zero approach are the “pulls,” begun in 1996. 

Created with the Polaroid 20 X 24 camera (and more recently
with the Polaroid 40 X 80 camera), “pulls” are produced by 
allowing the mechanisms of the instant camera itself to produce
an image. 

The term, invented by Carey to describe her work, echoes the 
physical activity of pulling film through the camera’s internal rollers.”

-ellencareyphotography.com

Black Pull with Two Filigrees 2003





Pull

http://www.ellencareyphotography.com/ellen-carey/pulls-gallery-2


Rollback
1997



“Photography Degree Zero”:

“Carey refers to her practice as “photography degree zero,” a strategy 
so reductive that neither the process nor the ensuing images bear any 
resemblance to conventional photography. The phrase “photography degree zero”
is derived from the title of Roland Barthes’ book, Writing Degree Zero (1953),
which offers a theoretical analysis of French literature of the early 1950s.

Carey’s adaptation of this title suggests a formal affinity between the minimalist 
style of writing Barthes describes, and her own photographic experiments created 
with the large-format Polaroid camera.”

-ellencareyphotography.com



Purple Negative Pull (2002)

“Carey mixed Polaroid color film 
with a developing fluid intended 

for black-and-white photography.

As a result of this chemical 

crossover, the negative turns a 
deep shade of purple. This 

quintessential example of 

Carey’s innovative experiments 

with the Polaroid camera 

illustrates one of the most 
original aspects of the “pulls” —

the elevated status of the 

negative. Unlike a conventional 

photographic negative, the 

opaque 20 X 24 negative cannot 
be used for reprinting purposes 

and is typically destroyed after 

the positive has completely 

developed. In Carey’s hands 
the negative achieves new 
significance, displayed and 
appreciated as a unique and 
precious art object in is own 
right.” 

-ellencareyphotography.com



Polaroid 20 X 24 Pulls & Rollbacks 
1996 – 2011
Polaroid 20 X 24 Site-Specific Installations



Polaroid 20 X 24 Pulls: Gallery 1 





Polaroid 20 X 24 Monochromes





More Monochromes

http://www.ellencareyphotography.com/ellen-carey/pulls-monochromes








Mourning Wall 2000

100 Polaroid Negative Prints
34"H x 22"W (each) or 10'H x 42'W (all) 



“Mourning Wall, a large photo-based artwork, is made up of 100 grey Polaroid 
negatives, each unique. This work was created with the large-format Polaroid 20 X 24
camera in New York City, one of five in the world. Starting from the floor, in 5 rows of 
20 negatives each, this installation creates a rectangular gridded wall. 

Mourning Wall can also be variously configured to fit other locations…”



“The negatives in Mourning Wall were created by exposing the black and white film
to a white surface illuminated by bright light. The instant Polaroid process produces
a one-of-a-kind negative in addition to the positive one. 

The white positive yields a grey negative, a metaphor for the absence of life…”
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Lyle Rexer
Education: BA, MA, Columbia University

Published 2009 by Aperture
Other Publications Include:
Jonathan Lerman: The Drawings of An Artist with Autism; 
How to Look At Outsider Art; Photography’s Antiquarian Avant-Garde: 
The New Wave in Old Processes; Raw Vision; Art in America; Aperture; 
The New York Times; Modern Painters; Parkett; Tate Etc.

https://vimeo.com/92297737

Aperture Panel: Abstraction in Photography

https://vimeo.com/92297737


Marco Breuer
b. 1966



"Untitled (C-1166)” 2012)
chromogenic paper, exposed, 
folded, burned
14 3/8 x 11 3/8 inches



"Untitled (C-1125)” 2012 
chromogenic paper, scratched, 
burned, 10 1/16 x 7 5/8 inches 



“Breuer defines a different philosophical position from photographers who use a 
camera. Rather than capturing an image with a camera or downloading it from a 
computer, he is, as he told Tiffany Jow in an interview:

… attempt[ing] to strip down the photographic process, to remove the distractions 
of equipment, and to force imagery out of photographic paper itself. I am interested 
in the intersection of photography and drawing: the negotiation of the illusionistic 
space of photography versus the concrete space of the physical mark.”

-source

http://hyperallergic.com/52036/a-man-without-a-camera/




Penelope Umbrico
b. 1957



Untitled (Crowds and Graveyards), 1995-1998
I rephotographed images of groups of people and of graveyards to render them indistinguishable. They are installed in clusters or in pairs wit



Sunset Portraits 2010-

Sideways Tvs 2010-

Broken Sets / Bad Display 2007-

Signals Still 2011-

http://penelopeumbrico.net/index.php/project/sunset-portraits/
http://penelopeumbrico.net/index.php/project/sideways-tvs/
http://penelopeumbrico.net/index.php/project/broken-sets/
http://penelopeumbrico.net/index.php/project/signal-still/


Mitch Paster











Niko Luoma
b. 1970



Artist Statement

My material is light. The work focuses on energy rather than matter. My work is about the process as much as
about the result. My process combines systems of calculation and change. I find my inspiration in 
mathematics and geometry; symmetry and chaos, both imagined and found in nature.

All my work is analogue.

I use multiple exposures as a method. I am interested in repetition and continuation as concepts. 
Over the last ten years, I have repeatedly tried to find new ways to challenge the photographic process, 
that is, to avoid known solutions.

Working only with light and light sensitive materials, I am fascinated by the fact that this process leaves
nothing behind — no debris, no ruin — just an exposed negative.

Time has also been important in the work. In my recent “symmetrium” series, time reveals the process 
through thousands of exposures on a single negative.

I have been working with just light and abstract content since 2006.

website

http://nikoluoma.net/%23photographic-works
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Sophy Rickett
b. 1970













What kinds of identities commonly create Abstract Art Work?
What are dominant expectations of who makes this type of work?

What kinds of identities commonly make Landscape Photography?
What are dominant culture expectations of who makes this type of work?

What kinds of identities commonly seek out social documentary and 
representational photography? 

What are some nameable reasons why these tendencies exist?

Questions To Consider 
On the collapsible space
That exists between abstractions & landscapes:



More Artists

Abstractions:

Silvio Wolf
Jessica Eaton
Yamini Nayar
Olaf Breuning

Landscapes/spaces:

Luisa Lambri
Anri Sala
Josef Schultz
Alex Slade
Heidi Specker


